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Dear Corresponding Secretary:

November 27, 2020

I know this is a busy time just after Thanksgiving in a very unusual year, but I am appealing to
corresponding secretaries to help us prepare for one component of the National Convention that
is scheduled for April 15 – 17, 2021, at the University of Central Missouri in Warrensburg. Just a
few weeks ago we sent out the announcement of the convention along with a call for papers.
Now I am also asking that you would consider offering a workshop at the convention that would
appeal to undergraduates and faculty alike. Workshops have become a favorite activity at
conventions. Much of the discussion during our drive home from Maryland after the 2019
convention involved what students had learned at a workshop. And I found myself sharing topics
from workshops I had attended with students who had been unable to attend themselves.
Below is a Call for Workshops. The actual logistics of how workshops will operate, both virtual
and in person will depend on the suggestions from you and your colleagues on possible workshops
and delivery methods. We are expecting creative responses.
And especially at this time of year I would be remiss in failing to express our gratitude to you, our
Corresponding Secretaries, for the critical role you play in KME. Without you, KME would not
survive. We want you to know how thankful we are for your leadership in your local chapters.
I look forward to receiving ideas you may have for workshops on the form below.
Sincerely yours,

Don Tosh, National President-Elect, e-mail: toshd@evangel.edu

KME 43rd Biennial Convention
Call for Faculty-led Workshop proposals
The 2021 National Convention of Kappa Mu Epsilon will be held at the Missouri Beta Chapter, University
of Central Missouri, Warrensburg, Missouri, April 15-17, 2021.

Faculty-led Workshops (Proposals are due February 12, 2021)
In response to student feedback at previous conventions, the national officers of KME are excited to once
again offer the opportunity for interested faculty members to submit a proposal for a workshop that would
be of general interest to the students attending the convention. Workshops are expected to be
approximately one hour long and actively engage students in one of a variety of settings, either in-person,
virtual, or some of each.
• Exploring a topic with a hands-on activity
• Playing and analyzing a game
• Introduction to a particular software [Computer lab available, if needed]
• Your idea here!
Both in-person and virtual workshops will be provided. If you would like your workshop idea to be
considered for the upcoming convention, please submit the information below to Don Tosh, national
president-elect, by email (toshd@evangel.edu) by February 12, 2021. We tentatively are planning the
workshops to be held at various times on Friday.
Presenter’s name:
Presenter’s email address:
Title of Presentation:
Will this workshop be ___virtual, ___in-person, or ___both?
Maximum number of students your workshop could accommodate in person:______ virtual______.
Presenter’s KME chapter:
(State, followed by Greek letter, e.g., Kansas Beta)
Presenter’s college or university:
A computer, data projector, and screen will be provided. If you require any other equipment, please
indicate the needed equipment. We will do our best to accommodate the need, but cannot guarantee it.

Proposal: (up to 250 words)

